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CHAIR ANDERSON: (gavel) Good morning, Members. Thank you for being here this morning. This is the
June i h meeting of the Water Resources Committee. With us this morning we have Members Joseph
Pontanilla, Michael Molina, and Bob Carroll. Thank you for being here. Members Dain Kane and Jo
Ann Johnson are excused. Member Charmaine Tavares will be joining us shortly. Also with us this
morning we have Water Director George Tengan, Corporation Counsel Ed Kushi, Council Services
Staff Pauline Martin, and Water Resource Committee Analyst David Raatz.
This morning on our agenda, Members, we have the Upcountry lead-control program. We'll be
receiving a status update on their efforts later in the meeting so I'm gonna ask your indulgence that we
defer that as our first item. Dr. Pang will be joining us at 10:45 this morning and we'll seat our panel at
that time. We have the Hamakuapoko Wells on our agenda. The intention for that is just to get the
Department's comment on the resolution that we passed regarding the discontinued plans for the use of
the wells as drinking water, and then we have the Water Use and Development Plan, WR-4. We will
have an update from the department on the efforts on various source development plans, and then
WR-13, prohibiting development projects without a long-term reliable source of water, that's on our
agenda for discussion.
So we do have three people signed up to testify. So without further ado, unless anyone has any
questions, I'm gonna open it up for testimony. Those of you who'd like to testify you have three
minutes to testify, a minute to conclude. If your testimony is gonna take longer than that, please stop at
three minutes and then come back after everyone else has testified then you can have another three
minutes, okay. And any of you who have cell phones please take this moment now to tum them off.
Thank you so much. The first person who's going testify this morning is Frank Domingo. He's gonna
be testifying on WR-4 and WR-22. Mr. Domingo, that would on the Hamakuapoko Wells, and the
Water Use and Development Plan.
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

MR. DOMINGO: Good morning, everyone. It's nice to see your bright smiling faces after seeing you folks
over tv. My name is Frank Domingo, and I'm here to talk about WR-22, and I'm looking at this
resolution and it's entitled "URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY TO
DISCONTINUE PLANS TO USE
HAMAKUAPOKO WELLS ...", and I would like to say that
the Department of Water Supply to discontinue plans to use the Hamakuapoko Wells and delete for
drinking and the word "urgent" because we've gone through all of this hearing, and I think our County
Council has done a pretty good job on trying to get our Mayor to move in the right line. So I'd like to
say this that you as Council Members of this County that you were, are entitled to see that the welfare of
all the people in the Paia area are looked after so you I ... the plan was to continue, discontinue using
the well and to dismantle it. So what I'm trying to say is that you're gonna continue putting this thing
and I would say the Department of Water Supply is to discontinue plans to use the Hamakuapoko Well,
and delete for drinking water because you leave an opening there, and so what I'm trying to say is don't,
don't try to circumvent this thing because some of you won't be here, that we'll be looking at a brand
new Council next year, and probably a brand new Mayor, who knows, but the thing is that I'm asking
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you folks that to stop this thing and ask the Mayor that he's in charge of the Water Department to have
them take this well out of use and that is the most important thing and we stop this thing about the
Hamakuapoko Well. And I hope that you as Members of the Water Resource Dep ... , Water Department
will take into consideration that there was a 100 percent against using this water at Hamakuapoko Well.
So I do hope that you folks would not consider but do it now and say the Hamakuapoko Well should be
dismantled, and that way we won't have the same problem every year because we will have a new
administration in about seven months will probably go through, and I hope to see Michelle warning the
Water Department as well so ... and also a lot of you ... and I think you've done a pretty good job, but
what I'd like to say is that for those who are be surviving you are on the water so watch yourself because
you might have to put your head up. So I ask you folks to disconsider that this resolution, remove the
word "urgent", and the Department of Water Supply to discontinue plan to use the Hamakuapoko Well,
and that way you should end all arguments.
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. DOMINGO: Yes. I didn't have a green light so I kept talking. Thank you so much. I didn't get a ticket
for overrunning, yeah? Okay. Did I state myself? Now, if anybody have any questions to ask me?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Domingo. Members, any questions? Seining none.
MR. DOMINGO: No questions? You folks are so nice. I love to talk. Well, anyway, can I go on with WR-4?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yes, please.
MR. DOMINGO: Okay, on WR-4, Water Use and Development Plan, I've watched the County going through
all of this, but I found out that the County as well as everybody else that you are only using water that is
available right now. And a lot of you haven't decided what to do with ... you're gonna go look for
water resources, and I'm saying you are be starting to begin or you should begin to start figuring out
how you are gonna conserve water. And if you look along the mountain here, West Maui mountains,
20, 30 years ago there weren't any homes, but because of all those homes that are up there now, and
those that down below and Maui Lani and all that, you are taking water from underneath. And what I'm
trying to say is that you go to the bank and you put money in the bank, so it's time for the County to
begin to look at conserving water, not looking for resources, but conserving the water that you have and
store it in reservoirs. That will mean reservoirs along the mountain side the West Maui, Puunene, and
Kula and . . . those are the things that you need because you cannot be continuing using water and not
conserving it so you need to do this. Your water resource it says we're gonna look for water. You're
gonna dig a well, but if you dig a well where you're gonna put the water? So this is the thing that the
Water Resource Department should be looking at, and not use water, but conserve water because next
year you're gonna run into a big drought because of all the development that are going on, and 1,000
people tum on the water there will be no water. So let's put it this way. There is an earthquake, lao
Valley is destroyed, where is your water? So this is the kind of things you have to look at. Not look at
for new water resources, but how to conserve it and get your storage tanks put up. What's wrong with
that? It's better than spending money digging wells. If you dig the well and you get good water, then
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push it up to reservoir so you can get the water safeguarded. So this is the thing I'm telling that
everybody is using surface water in Kahului and that when you ... everybody pumps up the water the
land is gonna sink. I just wanted to remind you that history said that there were two islands, West Maui
and Haleakala, there was nothing in the middle. So if you keep on taking everything that is underneath
you then the water goes. Now the resources you should be looking at and people in the Arabian
countries are using what you ... desaltization [sic} of salt water maybe that is one of the other things
you could look at worse than others with sea water, and outside of the sea water there's probably fresh
water out on the, outside of the coastline. So I'm asking you that stop looking for resources, but look for
conservation of the water ... resources you have the water, and without water there's nothing. And I
will tell you this, next year we're gonna run into something that you guys have never run into, we're
gonna run into a drought. The Bible says seven years I told Michael that. We fought the seven years
now we're gonna need to the less ... the eight years, the first year, and that is the beginning of the
drought. Drought means finances, everything else, and so if our County is going wild making plans for
homes and all that, it's nice to have all that, but you don't have water there's nothing. So like I said I
would urge the Committee here to look at conserving water and not spend money on looking for new
resources of water. And for that I thank you very much for listening to me, and again, I would like to
thank you, sir. You turned the lights off on me so I think that the policeman that's gonna give me a
ticket. So I thank you so very much, Michelle, for allowing me to talk, and the Council I address you,
and I wish you well in next year and if you want to ... my help don't call me. (laughter) I will call you,
okay. Mike he laughing already and Pontanilla. But I wanna thank all of you, and to have the Mayor
decide the direction that he wants to use and he wants to be re-elected, which I know he won't be, we'll
have a new Mayor, and I don't want to have to deal with somebody that's not thinking in the direction of
what we are thinking in Paia. So in this thing I would say Michelle thank you very much for allowing
me to speak up, and to all of you Councilmen'S, three of you ... well, there's two now because
Charmaine will be running for the higher office. Mr. Carroll is going fishing and he suppose to bring
me fish, but he hasn't done that yet so ... I wish to congratulate you when you retire, and also to you,
Charmaine, I wish you well in your campaign. Having known your Dad and everybody else, you have a
big shoe to fill so I congratulate you also for taking the step to try and represent the people of Maui
County_ I wish you well, and I hope that all of you have a good year re-election or election and ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Domingo.
MR. DOMINGO: Yes. And that you will be blessed. I have already blessed all of you this morning, and I'm
giving you my blessings from the good Lord, and I know that as I look at you there's a light shining over
all of you so I know you are being blessed. So I thank you again so very much for allowing me to talk,
and I need to end because I don't want my Porto gee blood to come out you know. I talk too much, yeah,
but ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: I think it's too late for that Mr. Domingo. (laughter)
MR. DOMINGO: (laughter) But, Madam Chairman, I, I wanna thank you very much for not only sending me
the letter but keeping me abreast of what is happening. I'm also interested in a lot of things that the
County is running and one of the--
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr.-MR. DOMINGO: --compliments that-CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Domingo.
MR. DOMINGO: Yes, I'm finished.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You need to conclude.
MR. DOMINGO: Yeah. One of the compliments I got from Governor Linda Lingle was that I should run for
office, and I told her I don't wanna run for office because I don't wanna take her job. Thank you very
much.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Domingo. The Committee welcomes Member Tavares. Thank you for
being here. Our next testifier, Members, is Robin ...
MS. ROHRER: (NOTE: Speaking/rom the audience.) Rohrer.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Rohrer, sorry. She will be followed by Robert Grossman.
MS. ROHRER: Thank you for the opportunity to testify. My name is Robin Rohrer. I'm the Chief Executive
Officer of Akamai Employment Agency in Upcountry. I'm a water consumer. I'm also the parent of
three children that are very small that I'm talking about the Up country lead-control program, and I
basically just didn't have too much time to prepare for my statement 'cause I got a call about this
meeting at about 8:15 this morning, but I want to urge the County to continue with the grant that the
EPA has given us to continue the education and outreach to the parents and, and citizens Upcountry.
This last year has been an incredible year of getting information disseminated to households about lead
and contaminants that, you know, are in their water. I'd also just like to speak briefly on Ms. Pam
Grossman who is the project coordinator whom I've had the opportunity to know for 14 years, and she
has an incredible amount of integrity. I ... my company was called about a year and a half ago by Jeff
Pearson to locate an independent project coordinator for this grant who would be a bipartisan person to
come in and fulfill the areas of the grant. We interviewed 21 employ ... , people for this position. We
narrowed our search down to three. Those three were presented towards the County, the community
council members of the Upcountry water board, and they selected Ms. Grossman. In this time I can
personally share in this year that I have been complimented by several people on my ability to find a
good person for this job. She has gone to the highs to the elementary schools Upcountry. She's
disseminated information to parents. She's done a broad amount of studying for this project, and I
believe that there's been a lot of result in the awareness of the contaminants in our water. So I urge the
Council to continue on with this grant through February of 2007 in which it was add and not stop it
midway because there's a lot going on with it. There's relationships that have been established, and
that's basically what I would like to share with you unless somebody has a question for me.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, any questions?
MS. ROHRER: I do thank you very much for your time.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I have a question, Ms. Rohrer.
MS. ROHRER: Yes, ma'am.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Are you under the impression that the Council has ... actually has any authority to stop
this grant?
MS. ROHRER: Urn ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: For some reason?
MS. ROHRER: I'm sure since the County is actually disseminating the money to the project coordinator that
you have to have a certain amount of responsibility in delegating who is in the position or not.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, really, it's an administrative responsibility and the Council really has no purview
in that regard.
MS. ROHRER: The Council itself doesn't have any purview in it?
CHAIR ANDERSON: No.
MS. ROHRER: Well, in any event I just would like to make my, my personal feelings aware that I am a
headhunter. I actually have four offices throughout the State. I'm a very successful business woman
according to some people that like to say that I am. I think I'm still pretty young. We can check out my
success in about 15 years, but it's my job to pick quality employees for people, and it was a pro bono
placement for this nonprofit community that I, that had put Ms. Grossman in, and I just cannot speak
well enough on her behalf, but not only her behalf but although the, the selfless time that's spent by
other people that are in this ... that are meeting on their free time at night once a month and not being
paid, those who aren't being paid it's a selfless job, I think they're all doing a great job, and I would just
like to see it continue through the rest of the grant. I like the other contaminants explored besides just
the lead issues, and I endorse Ms. Grossman, continue to endorse Ms. Grossman for this position.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you for your testimony. Next person on our agenda or rather list Robert
Grossman. He's also gonna be speaking on the Upcountry lead-control program. Mr. Grossman will be
followed by Lucienne deNaie, and she will be our last testifier, Members. Oops, sorry. One more.
Ginny Parsons.
MR. GROSSMAN: Good morning.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Grossman.
MR. GROSSMAN: I'm Bob Grossman, and I'm sorry my wife couldn't be here today as she's went to the
mainland a couple of days ago, but I know she wouldn't wanna miss this opportunity to speak a little
about the lead issues. I been following her around kinda like a puppy the last year and listening to her
all her presentations on lead at the schools, and the fair, and different venues. And I remember ... I
lived Upcountry ... I was up in, moved up to Kula like 25 years ago, and when you would flush the
toilet and the water was brown up there was pretty scary, and then I moved to Lahaina, and 20 years ago
I moved back Upcountry. I live in Haiku and I raised a bunch of kids. I have seven kids and they were,
they went to all different schools and, you know, I kept hearing about low test scores and then I ... my
wife got some information about this lead program, and what lead contamination can do to young
children because they're in their ... and I'm using this as a little venue to give you a little education if
you don't know already know what lead can do, but lead and children and nursing mothers ... lead
contamination in any amount can actually lower IQ thereby ... 'cause they're in the developmental
stages and which is a ser ... , I think is a very serious issue. It's a hidden poison, and a lot of people think
well, you know, I live in an old ... I don't live in an old house. I live in new construction and there's no
lead issue, but I'm here to tell you that the copper pipes have lead, the new copper pipes have lead.
Some of them were made with 20 percent lead, and it takes years to flush that lead out, and it's not, and
it's not an issue that can be corrected by the Maui County Water Department. It's from the meter to the
home or it's in the home. And a lot of people buying brand new fixtures or these high-end fixtures from
Europe and stuff 'cause they're beautiful, but they're actually Ie ... , they actually are made with lead and
so there is an invisible poison there, and I think that, that ... you know she took this program on
although she had another business that was you know a lot more financially lucrative but I think that
everybody here should understand that the importance of the ... of lead poisoning. I don't know if
everybody knows that the Roman Empire actually fell because of lead, you know, all their baths they,
they ... if you go to Europe now or you go to where the baths were they will not let you even touch that
water because they were bathing in lead water. And so I think that ... you know also, you know, I
wanted to toot the hom of the Maui County Water Department a little 'cause I know they get beat up a
lot, and I've seen 'em get beat up a lot, and I have to say they've been very cooperative in, in everything
that I've seen my wife work with them with, and they've been very supportive of the, of the program in
finding where the lead issues were, and I really like to thank 'em for that. And actually ...
MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MR. GROSSMAN: Okay. Actually I could ... if there's anybody has any question about lead there's some
question I could answer 'cause I've read all this literature hanging out with my wife, and I have to tell
you I broke my back a year ago and I had surgery so I was able in my convalescing to hang out with her,
and now I'm like 200 percent I'm ready to move on, but I thank you for listening to me this morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Grossman. Members, any questions? Okay, seeing none. Thank you
for being here Mr. Grossman.
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MR. GROSSMAN: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Our next testify is Lucienne deNaie. She'll be testifying on Hamakuapoko Wells, and
long-term reliable source of water.
MS. DENAIE: Thank you, Chair Anderson, and hello, Members of the Committee. My name is Lucienne
deNaie. I'm testifying today as a private citizen, and I actually would like to briefly address WR-4 as
well with your indulgence. On the H-Poko Wells I urge this Committee to follow through. It's an
excellent resolution reflecting of public sentiment and also I think probably a common sense sort of
approach to a source of water that has not been proven very beneficial in the past, and is in a aquifer that
is not known as being a very robust aquifer to begin with. So this is a good direction to go. Let's put
our money into places where we will actually get reliable water sources for the future, and I do support
the members of the community that have come out and, you know, let you know what they feel about
the quality of water that they would like to use in Paia. I think it is important that the community does
care about this, that they see that there's been a response, and I commend the Members of this Council
for having the courage to take that response.
Onto to WR-4, the Water Use and Development Plan, Mr. Domingo had some good points that
conservation needs to be a very important part of any plan that we have for the future. I know that this
committee has forwarded WR-14 commissioning an updated conser. .. , water conservation plan that's
great. I'm gonna forward some comments to the Board of Water Supply that could perhaps augment
some of the scope of that plan and hope that they will favorably receive that and that the Administration
will favorably receive that, but just, you know, to summarize briefly, water conservation needs to extend
beyond just leaks and, you know, old pipes. It really needs to be a whole ethic of how water is used and
reused including our gray water, and that will mean our building code regulations will need to be
amended. We don't have the provision to do that right now. So that will be working with the State
Department of Health and our Department of Planning and, and permitting to get those things employed.
So that's a long term objective for this Council that's just why I'm bringing it up. Also on the Water
Use and Development Plan, I really urge the Council to make sure that included in that plan, and I
haven't seen a draft recently so I may be, I may be just repeating what is already obvious in the plan, but
it's very important that we re-evaluate the sustainable yield of all of the aquifers that we are, are
currently expecting high inputs from. And the reason being is that when the sustainable yields were first
assigned to these aquifers back in the last '80s, there was a water use ... a Water Resources Protection
Plan done by Mink and Yo on from the State, and they very clearly stated we don't really have time to
set scientific sustainable yield or you know numbers for all these aquifers on Maui, and Kauai, and the
Big Island. So what we're doing is just extrapolating. We're imagining that if this aquifer had this kind
of slope, and this amount of rainfall, and it was on Oahu, this would be how much water was there, but
they very clearly stated, I believe it's page B-19 that this must be only an estimate, it should not be used
for any planning purposes, it's not a firm number, and the sustainable yield should be re-evaluated every
five years and they should take drought conditions into consideration. We, ladies and gentlemen, have
never done this. All we've done is taken this one plan from 1998 and keep putting the same figures out
and say oh, yeah, there's 8 million gallons in the aquifer in Launiupoko, Honokowai, and the fact is
there might have been when there were sugar cane, and there was millions of gallons of water brought
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into those fields from Honokohau stream, but today it's very unlikely that we have that same sustainable
yield. The Big Island in updating their Water Use and Development Plan is revising the sustainable
yields of all of their major aquifers, and I just think that this Council in its forward thinkingness, and I
know we have a lot of forward-thinking people here, should make sure that that is part of our Water Use
and Development Plan because-MR. RAATZ: Three minutes.
MS. DENAIE: --thank you--is a re-evaluation of those sustainable yield figure numbers. Also, I wanna
commend Mr. Domingo on his reference to the reservoir system. The Water Use and Development Plan
that was developed for agricultural water use by the State in 2002 commented that in West Maui
especially we have reservoirs that are so silted that they are just overflowing. We really have an
opportunity to better utilize a lot of water if we could hone in on some of these existing systems, retrofit
them, make them more productive and tum them over to public use. Most of these are private reservoirs
right now so this is another direction we really need to see in our Water Use and Development Plan, that
we start looking at the public good in some of these old plantation features which are not being used.
Pioneer is not operating robustly as a plantation anymore.
Onto the WR-13, I assume I have another minute or so to talk about this? Thank you. This is, this is a
wonderful start, a very controversial subject. This has to do with ensuring that there's a reliable source
of long-term water for any large project. And the only thing I would like to say about this, this is a bill
that has made it through the Legislature in California and it's been in effect for several years, there are
end-runs around these kind of things. In other words if the Council says this applies to subdivision of
200 homes, everyone will build subdivisions of 199 homes so ... we're out of it. We're under the radar
here. So it is good that I think that it is broadly interpreted. There is another concern here. What is
going to happen if subdivisions are asked to provide reliable sources of water they're going to draw
wells, and some of these wells will be good wells, and some of these wells will not be good wells, and
it's going to be I think kind of time-consuming and difficult for the Department of Water Supply to track
all of these things .. . (end of tape, start lB @ 9:44 a.m.). .. but I think it's worthwhile to make this
effort 'cause right now the State Water Commission has very little in the way of guidelines. They're the
one's that are permitting wells, and there's not much that they can say about should we or shouldn't we
because they don't have a mandate. Their only mandate is is this well gonna interfere with another well
in the aquifer? Not, you know, is it going to productively service so many people. Basically they leave
that to the Department of Health. Many wells kind of fall under the radar because they serve less than
the 15 hookups that are required to trigger a Department of Health involvement. So sometimes
developers will develop an area maybe with 50 homes, and they will have two wells, each of which
serve, you know, or three wells each of which serve under 15 people so those are unregulated so there's
a lot of gray areas here. I'm not sure one bill can address them all, but I wanted to make you aware of
the fact that these gray areas exist. There's also the problem of family subdivisions on larger chunks of
acreage that are just the first step in a more larger expanded development process. Just an example a
person could buy 30 acres and they could do a family subdivision three 10-acre parcels something like
that, but that's only their first step. Then since those parcels are now under the ag radar they can then
divide each of those lO-acre parcels into five 2-acre parcels without much purview. And so if the water
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source was only for the family subdivision no one else ever comes back in and checks again, and this
has happened in my neighborhood so I know for a fact that it does happen. So just a few things to keep
aware of as this bill progresses. It's a good bill, but if we can look for some ways to make it so that
there's oversight of water that is going to affect our people's health I think that that's good, and it might
be by working with the Department of Health to have more review of lower number of hookups. Not to
put hassles in people's way, but to actually make sure that people have safe water. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Lucienne. Would you be able to provide written comments in regards to
WR-13?
MS. DENAIE: Yes, I had some things drafted, and I ran out of the house without printing them up so I could do
that. I could forward them to all the Council members.
CHAIR ANDERSON: That would be helpful because you made some good comments and-MS. DENAIE: Yes. I do have these things sort of written, but they need a little work still so thanks.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Any questions, Members? Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here this morning, Lucienne.
You know the last statement that you made in regards to family subdivision?
MS. DENAIE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thirty acres that's divided into three 10-acre parcels, do you think that
the Planning Department should be responsible for the oversight of those resubdividing of so called
family subdivisions?
MS. DENAIE: Yes. You know in a perfect world they should be. They are slammed with things to do and so I
personally believe that our Water Department personnel need to have a person or two that get extended
training in water issues so that they can have kind of like the red flags come up, and this one person
maybe or two people can make sure that the water part of plans are adequately reviewed because mostly
what happens is they just take the word of the applicant and sometimes these applicants are very honest
upright people and sometimes they're saying whatever just to get their project through and, you know,
you hate to ask your Planning Department to play God. They should have like a checklist that they can,
you know, determine whether this is really gonna be a viable source. We've even had lawsuits in our
area because a person promised the County that there would be a catchment system in their subdivision
of eight or nine lots, and they told the people in their deeds that they would have piped in water from a
community source, and neither happened, and people sued, and their title insurance company had to put
in a well so, you know, stuff like this happens.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Any other questions? Lucienne, I have one question. You
said that many times developers will subdivide and use several different wells so that they stay
underneath the 15 limit?
MS. DENAIE: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And that, that, that then means that the wells are unregulated?
MS. DENAIE: Yes. The Department of Health has no jurisdiction. Does not require any testing or anything
for those wells if they're under the certain number. I believe it's 15. It, it may be a little higher, but
that's what kind of bubbles up in my imagination here, but I have actually seen subdivisions where this
appears to be the case. In other words where they have several wells registered. In fact if you talk to
people who live in the subdivision only one well is functioning and that well is serving over the required
number of, of hook ups, but it may not have any need for regulation so, you know, it's not like this
always happens. Most people who put in wells for subdivisions are ethical people. They have people
servicing their wells, they report their usage and so forth and so on, but this, this has happened in several
areas because people are so desperate to get water especially in the Haiku region, you know, there's no
water meters available for many years. So we're the private well capital of Maui right now.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You've tracked a lot of these wells I know in your research.
MS. DENAIE: Yeah, I've gone and actually pulled the files on them at the State Water Commission and read
the files is what I've done, yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So would you be able to also when you provide your written comments maybe give us
an estimate of how many private wells are in Haiku?
MS. DENAIE: Oh, yeah. Actually I can give you a printout. I have that of all the private wells in Haiku, yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: That would be very helpful. Thank you, Lucienne.
MS. DENAIE: Sure, okay.

you.

CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, our last testifier, Members, is Ginny Parsons. She'll be testifying on the ...
MS. PARSONS: I'm gonna do, I'm gonna do 22, 4 and 13.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, she's gonna testify on quite a few things.
MS. PARSONS: I'll do it quickly.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
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MS. PARSONS: Actually quickly.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good.
MS. PARSONS: Hi, I'm Ginny Parsons. I'm a Board of Water Supply member, and I'm also a member of the
Water Oversight Committee Upcountry. On WR-22 with the Hamakuapoko Wells, I'm in great support.
Thank you so much for, for, you know, asking the Department to review using the usage of these wells.
As you know we have a bacteria problem, and we don't know how deep it is because we don't do
enough deep culturing of our sources to find out what kind of pathogens we have, and how we protect
against them. And I think these are some of the things that guidelines that maybe we can make, we can
strengthen the rules of the EPA. The EPA doesn't require us to go very deep, but we're a tropical air
environment so we could go deeper, and I think maybe some new rules within the department how we
handle microbiology, how we open new sources, how we test the water, and we just go a little bit deeper
to find out what we do have. For instance even with Pookela Well, I'm, I've suggested at several of our
Board meetings that we test, we send the water out for deep, deep culturing to see what pathogens, what
known pathogens we have in the area, what might be there, and that way we can find out how we
disinfect. Now, a well water is gonna be a lot safer than the surface water, but still again we, we need to
see what's in there. Wells that are lower in like what Lucienne was talking about that get put in
privately, they may be downstream in the pineapple fields and we may have pesticides. Now 20 years
ago pesticides, this is the time of the pesticides that were used 20 years ago, are now leaching down into
the systems, and there are some great reports that talk about how cesspools now are starting to
breakdown and they leach into the aquifers. So deeper testing needs to be done in a tropical
environment. As we are pathogens can grow more rapidly. We don't have a freeze. We don't, we're
not like Minnesota where we freeze out some of 'em during the year, and some of these pathogens don't
die in a freeze. So we need to know what we have in order to test against us. So one of the things that I
would stress for the Water Department and maybe for Council is to stress the point when they're talking
to Department of Water is to budget some funds to ... we don't have the capability in our department
right now, but to be able to send samples out or bring consultants in to do testing and send samples out
of all of our sources not just H-Poko, but any new source that we're developing the surface water that
we're talking about adding to central valley from the Wailuku Ag ... I mean if we find there are
pathogens in there that don't die with chlorine, we have to look at a whole different scope of
disinfection. The Water Use and Development Plan, I think this is part of it. I think this needs to be part
of how we look at, how we're developing our resources.
And with WR ...with regards to WR-13, prohibiting development projects without long-tenn reliable
source water, this should apply to the developers too, and we should look at in-depth testing protocol
because Lucienne's right.
There are developments that, especially Upcountry where nobody
even ... we service . . . the Department sends them the water, and they're called semi-private, but
Department of Health hasn't looked at them, we don't monitor 'em, we just know what our water is
going into a tank, and if that tank gets infected we have no way of tracking how much damage is done to
the households. I mean that ... we don't go beyond the meter from the Department level so ... and we
have systems up there now where people are very sick, they're in two tier-tank systems and nobody,
they're under nobody's purview. They have one of the residents in some cases adding shock to it, and
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if, if ... and they get it, they try to get it fixed. Sometimes they will call some of the specialist in to help
fix and I've un ... , I understand from one of our purveyors, one of our vendors, Pural(?), who works for
the Department as well, does a lot of our disinfections in some of these systems, he's had pathogens that
don't die with 200 parts per million of chlorine. They come back in four days. So we need to make it
tighter. I mean we leave ourselves wide open when we bring the water to the source and we have no
monitoring ability beyond there. You get a new person moving in to a community who thinks that their
water is fine and they're being serviced by the Department of Water and then they find out that there's,
that it's not as clean as it should be and there's nobody overseeing it, not the County, not the Department
of Health, we may have liability. That's something we need to investigate, but there are several systems
out there, especially in Upcountry, that are sitting in the middle, and we don't want that to happen
anymore. They, that's, these next projects that come in line we need to be on top of that. So with that,
please take it into consideration and thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Ginny. Members, any questions? Ginny, I have a question for you for
clarification. You said in-depth testing protocol or deeper testing is needed, do you mean by that that we
need to be testing for more pathogens than we are?
MS. PARSONS: Yes. I'd say mic ... , we do more of a microbiological testing ... the EPA only requires a
certain amount. We now know in our area and we don't know exactly why we have them yet, but we
know we have some certain pathogens that are upcoming on the EPA list. For instance we found
pseudomonas, we found A. hydrophila, we found legionella. So we know that some of these pathogens
do exist. We don't know where they're coming from. I mean pseudomonas was used as a biocide in the
'80s in some plants, and it may have been used by our farmers by accident. It may have been used by ag
lands, we don't know, and that may be why it's so prolific, but with that said, and we know that it exist
here, we need to, we need to first, we need a consultant to tell us okay, knowing this, this is what kind of
in-depth testing you do and you send it out. There are laboratories that provide those types of tests
especially on new sources. That way if you need to add ultraviolet or ozonation, or some other type of
disinfection along with your chlorine because your chlorine does not kill all the pathogens that we have.
They're chlorine resistant, and folks, they are, and some of these guys are very deadly nasty pathogens.
With that said, we need to know what we have so we can better disinfect.

... END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much Ginny. Okay, Members ... that concludes our testimony
for the morning. As I said earlier, for those of you who came in a little late, we're going to postpone
WR-4 until Mr. Pang or Dr. Pang can join us at 10:45. So I'm just gonna continue on with no objections
from the Members, continue on to WR-22. Oh, I'm sorry, it's WR-9. My eyes aren't working too good
this morning that we're gonna defer until10:45.

WR-22

HAMAKUAPOKO WELLS (C.c. No. 05-356)
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CHAIR ANDERSON: So the main reason I put WR-22 on the agenda this morning, Members, is you all know
that we passed a resolution urging the Department to discontinue plans to use Hamakuapoko as a
drinking water source, and I've put it on the agenda for Director Tengan to give us his comments and
response for the Department in regards to this resolution by the Council. Mr. Tengan, would you like to
give us your comments?
MR. TENGAN: Thank you, Madam Chair. I might give you a brief update on the project. The contractor is
gonna be proceeding to put in the pipeline. This pipeline is part of the overall formally referred to as the
East Maui Project. Eventually someday the County's gonna have to go east of Maliko gulch to develop
new sources for the central valley, and so this pipeline is gonna be needed. How soon it's gonna be in us
that's hard to say at this point in time. So anyway, we are having the contractor complete his contract by
installing the pipeline. As far as the use of the wells, they're on hold right now.
CHAIR ANDERSON: They're on hold. What does that mean?
MR. TENGAN: That means that we haven't decided how we're gonna use the wells. There are several
alternatives as we presented in past meetings the use of the wells and we're not doing anything right
now as far as deciding how we're gonna use the wells, but we feel that there are options available to the
Department.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Do you wanna describe those options to us, Mr. Tengan?
MR. TENGAN: As I mentioned earlier we did go over the options and we even made a report on the options. It
should be in the binder some place.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah, but for the purposes oftoday's discussion if you could just review those options
for us.
MR. TENGAN: Well, one option is to pump it up to Kamole Treatment Plant, put it in the Clearwell, but that
option was I believe looked upon disfavorably by the Council ... 'cause the thinking that what's not
good for Paia shouldn't be good for Up country. The other option was to put it right into Reservoir 10
that belongs to HC&S, but that option has been nixed because HC&S is saying that they don't need the
water at that elevation. They need it at the higher elevation so the ... another option is to put it into the
Kamole ... well, into the Wailoa Ditch beyond our intake at the Kamole Treatment Plant so that's
another option that we're looking at. And obviously the, you know, the one option that the community
is not in favor of is sending in the water through the GAC plants removing the DBCP and put it into the
Paia system.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, the Council is also not in favor of that Mr. Tengan.
MR. TENGAN: I understand.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: The Wailoa Ditch could you extend on that a little bit by ... how would that benefit the
County by dumping the water into the Wailoa Ditch?
MR. TENGAN: We believe we can come to an agreement with EMI, and HC&S, and A&B that if we put the
water beyond the intake at the Kamole Treatment Plant we would be able to bring down water from the
Clearwelllike the Kamole Treatment Plant into the Paia system.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I think you need to explain that a little bit further. The Wailoa Ditch is used by EMI for
their ... strictly for their irrigation purposes?
MR. TENGAN: Well, it's not for irrigation. I believe some of their water goes through their hydro .
hydroelectric plant to generate electricity. Most of the water goes into the irrigation system. I believe
it's called the Hamakua Ditch System which runs about the elevation of where that Pukalani area is. So
if we put the water into the ditch, then the plantation can use that water that we pump into the ditch and,
you know, we would come to terms with HC&S and A&B to use an equal amount to send down to Paia.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so none of the water in the Wailoa Ditch goes for, into the County system?
MR. TENGAN: We, we take water from the Wailoa Ditch to treat and pump it up into the Up country area or
the Upcountry system.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So then clarify for me if the Hamakuapoko water is put into the Wailea, Wailoa Ditch-MR. TENGAN: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --would it then eventually go into our municipal system?
MR. TENGAN: Well, one option is to put it before the full ... intake and the other option is to take it ... or put
it in after the intake, and I believe I mentioned that we would put it beyond the intake so that none of
that water would go into the water treatment plant.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you. Members, questions? Mr. POfltanlHa followed by Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Tengan, would you know ... do we have any plans
that show the ditch system for HC&S? If any of the water from the Wailoa Ditch goes to Central Maui?
And what would it take to connect some of those, the ditch to Central Maui so that HC&S can utilize
that water to irrigate their crops in Central Maui thereby maybe relieving the waters going down from
lao Stream to the agricultural fields that is now-MR. TENGAN: Yeah, I'm not sure as to how the irrigation system runs or is operated. We do have a map I
believe in the office, but even if ... let's assumed that some of that water is going down into the Central
Maui area now, I believe because of the elevations on this side of the agricultural crops that water is
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gonna be ... is being needed from this side of the island otherwise they would probably need to pump
water.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Maybe we should work with the plantation to see, you know, what kind
plants can we do, number one, to utilize the water that is contaminated H-Poko for irrigation in their
fields, and the possibility of, you know, reducing the amount of water that they get from the lao Stream
in two-folds. One for human consumption on the lao Stream, as well as restoring stream flow down into
lao, lao Stream.
MR. TENGAN: Well, as far as taking water from this side of the island and using it for portable uses, I was
planning to cover this in the next part of the agenda where we're suppose to go over the proposed
resources, but we are working with A&B in the development of a construction of a water treatment plant
utilizing water that's ... they are entitled to being taken out from the Waihee Stream. As far as using the
water from lao we are already treating some of that water from the lao Stream at our treatment plant
right up the road here. As of this point in time I think we putting into the system about 2.2 million
gallons per day.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know what I'm getting at right? Utilizing the water from
Upcountry for irrigation and trying to conserve the water from lao Valley going into agriculture for
human consumption as well as restoring the stream.
MR. TENGAN: Right. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, if we can refrain our questions from any other topic than just Hamakuapoko
right now and, and Mr. Pontanilla we are going into a discussion in the next item of their development
plans island wide in regards to the Water Use and Development Plan. And just so Members will know
I'll give you a heads up that under WR-4 the document that we'll be using as reference that Mr. Tengan
is gonna be giving us an update on is dated October 17, 2005, if you wanna locate that in your binders.
Ms. Tavares.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Tengan, relating to the
now, what does it connect to on both ends?

that's under construction

MR. TENGAN: The 36-inch line will dead end some place in the canefield. Our original plan was to bring
down I believe it was a 12-inch line from that line ... and connect it to a point on the Wailuku side of
that booster pump station located next to the Maui Country Club on Hana Highway that was our original
plan.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: And the other end of the pipe?
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MR. TENGAN: Like I said the 36-inch line would dead end in the canefields, and from that point we would
bring a 12-inch line down ... down to connect to that line going from Wailuku or from Kahului to Paia
on this side of the booster pump so that, you know, we would put water into the Paia tank, and
whatever's not consumed in the Paia system, the remainder could be brought back into Kahului.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Maybe I'm not misunder. .. , maybe I'm not making myself clear.
misunderstanding your answer. Is this an extension of an existing pipeline?

I'm

MR. TENGAN: No, it's not.
VICE-CHAIR TAV ARES: So one end of it will end up in the canefield.
MR. TENGAN: That's correct.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: The other end of it is gonna go into this 12-inch line?
MR. TENGAN: No, that same end that's gonna dead end in the canefield there'll be a connection from that line
going down to the pipeline that's currently serving Paia but the intent of-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, so what's on the other end of pipe?
MR. TENGAN: --but the intent of that is to bring water back into Kahului.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. What's on the other end ofthe line ... of the pipe?
MR. TENGAN: The connection to the 36-inch line?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Maybe where does the 36-inch line originate from?
MR. TENGAN: From the Paia tank.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: So is already connected to the tank?
MR. TENGAN: I don't believe it's been connected yet but-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Is that part of the project?
MR. TENGAN: That's part of the project, right.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, that was the question where did it go ... come from and where did it go to.
Thank you.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: And so that, that line you're not deter. .. , you haven't determined whether or not you
will take water from Hamakuapoko Wells for that line?
MR. TENGAN: Like I said that project has been, is on hold as far as the usage of the water is concerned.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Tengan. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair. Mr. Tengan, with regards to the old Maui
High project, now that the Council has made their intent known with the usage of the water in the area,
and the Administration does have plans for the old Maui High School, can you give us at this point a
status on how this H-Poko water usage will impact the old Maui High School project?
MR. TENGAN: At this point I'm not aware that the Hamakuapoko Wells have anything to do with the old
Maui High School project.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Where would their water source be?
MR. TENGAN: I don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Okay.
MR. TENGAN: But the H-Poko Wells would be a good source.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Is there any other possible source within the area-MR. TENGAN: None that I know.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Maybe, Madam Chair, maybe through Staff if we could get some more
information from the Administration as to the water source for the old Maui High School project.
MR. TENGAN: Madam Chair, if! may, I believe one of the testifiers in the past has mentioned Maui, old Maui
High School wells, and it seem like that testifier had in mind the
Wells are the same wells that
were previously servicing Maui High School and I just wanted to mention that.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And if I may, Madam Chair. So Mr. Tengan is there two, two different wells
in the area or is it just basically one-MR. TENGAN: Hamakuapoko?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. TENGAN: There's two. One, one that's located or situated closer to Maliko Gulch, and one maybe about
I would say at the most half a mile from the edge of Maliko Gulch.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Madam Chair. In the last committee report that we had from April, Dr.
Pang who's gonna be here a little bit later, he did express his support for an evaluation of the
Hamakuapoko system ... (end a!tape, start 2A @ 10:15 a.m.) . .. wondered if they were participating or
taking that any further in trying to actually initiate that study, or at least support what the Water
Department is doing.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I'm not sure who you're ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, well, this was-CHAIR ANDERSON: Are you asking Mr. Tengan that?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: If you or anybody whether it's Staff or anyone has received any
communication. And I guess Mr. Tengan because this was a statement made by Dr. Pang and
Department of Health, are you aware of any kind of effort on the part of the Department of Health to
assist the County in determining what potential uses I guess you're talking about, or evaluating the
whole Hamakuapoko Well system?
MR. TENGAN: Madam Chair, if I may, no, we haven't seen any action being taken in this direction.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, so, you, you haven't received any correspondence or any
communication whatsoever other then-MR. TENGAN: None that I can recall.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay. An right. I just wondered if that was perhaps one of the things
even though Dr. Pang is gonna be on a different subject, but I can ask him that privately.
other
question I have-CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, Ms. Johnson, since we're not gonna be using the Hamakuapoko Wells for
drinking water, there's really not a reason now to test them.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I was actually thinking more about the agricultural uses, and if there was
any potential, you know, involvement on Department of Health side for use in agriculture if there are no
concerns about the quality of the water even when sometimes the irrigation will actually be used in an
overspray system that was more along the lines of what I was envisioning. So I will visit privately with
Dr. Pang about that because whenever ... even ifthere's contaminants in the water, once it becomes
airborne and it's used in an overspray, sometimes that also filters into the air and I just wanted to be
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certain of what kind of irrigation uses or any potential threat to public health from use of that water even
for irrigation purposes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I see.
MR. TENGAN: Madam Chair, I could respond to that maybe partially. Ifwe do go with the option of putting
the water into the Wailoa Ditch beyond our intake, we still intend to run the water through the GAC
filter, remove all the DBCP, and the only thing that would be remaining would be the nitrates which are
currently at about half the MCL established by EPA and that ... that solution of nitrates would be
diluted somewhat, in fact quite a bit with the remaining water in the ditch so nitrates shouldn't be an
Issue.
CHAIR ANDERSON: What about EDB and TCP?
MR. TENGAN: That's gonna be removed ifit is in the water through the GAC plant.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and so if I understand what you're saying, Mr. Tengan, then any
airborne use if it was for irrigation where it's overspray, because those contaminants would be removed,
you believe that that would mitigate any (inaudible)-MR. TENGAN: Yes. It shouldn't be an issue. Basically the water will be brought to drinking water standards
and placed into a ditch for irrigation use.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, all right. That, that, that makes me feel a little bit better about that
because I know that in, even our water treatment plant in West Maui sometimes our water that goes
through the plant some of the individuals were concerned about that being used even for irrigation
purposes because of the spraying and it ... it was staining, and a lot of individuals said there was not a
good smell to the water so I realize that sometimes those contaminants may be taken out, but still the
public's perception is that there may be harmful agents in that water that could result in a public health
hazard.
The other question I have, Madam Chair, is with regard to the actual laying of the piping. And Mr.
Tengan, because we seen Villages of Lealii where the infrastructure was in and the piping for water
distribution and whatnot, and for many, many years that was not utilized, and now I'm not sure if all of
the complete report that has been received with regard to the infrastructure how long will these
pipes ... let's say when they're in a state where they are not actually being utilized, and I don't know if
it's a parallel to Villages of Lealii, but I know there been problems over time, and a lot of those lines
were having to be redone, is there any concern with the life expectancy of the materials or the piping
itself?
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MR. TENGAN: Yeah, I'm not a materials engineer, but I would say that the life of the pipe being in the ground
without water could last a number of years. This issue that you mentioned about with the Villages of
Lealii is that when the system was put in place, plastic pipes were used for the service laterals, and that's
what had to be changed to get that system up to standard so that was the major part of the work that the
contractor had to do out there.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay. I appreciate that because what you're talking about is not at all
any type of plastic piping it's all metal?
MR. TENGAN: No. It's all high grade, top of the line ductline pipe.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And what would be the average life expectancy if you know it of material
such as this?
MR. TENGAN: Well, with it in place being used, you know, I've seen the ductline pipes carry water one week
after a lava flow has been going over it actively. So, you know, the ductline pipe I'm a firm believer in
ductline pipe. It's just that the soil around it might have some corrosive characteristics to it, but as far as
the strength of the pipe I'm a firm believer in that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and I appreciate that because we always get asked when we're putting
in infrastructure are we effectively using the public's money for something that may not be used for
awhile. Anyway, thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. Mr. Tengan, could I request that you forward to this Committee a schematic
plan for the pipeline that you're ... the 36-inch pipeline that you guys are going forward with the
installation on? It's really difficult to visualize what you're verbally describing. So if you could give us
a schematic so we can see where the pipeline is going from and to, and what the intended possible uses
are so that we can see what the intention of the Department is for this 36-inch line. Would that be
possible?
MR. TENGAN: Yes, Madam, Chair. I believe we had those schematics and, and plans presented at our
community meeting at, Paia? So I don't think it's gonna be a problem to reproduce those and get it to
the Committee.
ANDERSON: Thank you very much.
Hamakuapoko? Okay.

I appreciate that.

Members, any other questions about

You know my intention was to have Mr. Tengan go over the Water Use and Development Plan
and ... rather the projects that they're doing ... to give us an update on where they are, and then for us
to go into executive session to find out what projects ... well, I think we can find out what projects
they're negotiating right now in open session 'cause we wanna know what direction the Department's
going in . . . and then if Members want greater detail as regards to the negotiations we will go into
executive session. So because we have Dr. Pang coming at 10:45, would Members like to take a
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10-minute break right now? And then when we come back I think we can take a few minutes with Mr.
Tengan going over some of the projects that are being actively pursued right now so that we can't ... we
don't have to waste a lot of time on things that are still sitting in abeyance. Okay, Members, let's take a
10-minute recess then. We'll reconvene at 10:35. (gavel)
RECESS:

10:25 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:40 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank for that break, Members. We, we are reconvening the Water Resource
Committee. Hopefully Member Pontanilla and Member Carroll will be joining us shortly. Mr. Tengan
just to wrap up the Hamakuapoko Well discussion, I just have one more question. Where is the source
of water coming from that will go through the 36-inch pipe? What source is that water?
MR. TENGAN: Madam Chair, right now there's no source without the use of the Hamakuapoko Wells.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
ACTION:

WR-9

DEFER.

UPCOUNTRY LEAD-CONTROL PROGRAM (C.c. No. 05-45)

CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, so Members we're gonna move onto our discussion of the Up country lead-control
program. We have three members of the Upcountry Water Quality Oversight Committee who are going
to provide us with an update on the status of the program, and what has been accomplished so far, and
what still most importantly needs to be accomplished. So I'm gonna open it up ... we have Dr. Lorrin
Pang ... I'm sorry, Ms. Richert's first name?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Brooke.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Brooke. Brooke Richert, and Ginny Parsons are here. And we thank you for taking
time to be with us today. Dr. Pang, you would like to make some opening comments.
DR. PANG: It's okay?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
DR. PANG: Is it on? I'd just ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, no. It's on. It'll work.
DR. PANG: Then I won't shout.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you.
DR. PANG: Okay. Let me just give you a little background here. Remember I consider our ... one of our
great consultant is Marc Edwards. We're lucky to have him. He's from University of Virginia. He's an
EPA consultant. He gives testimony before the senate. He and I mostly have seen eye to eye agreeing
on several things for the last three years. So I'm sure ifhe were here, you know, I speak on behalf many
of these things are his ideas.
First of all, the Upcountry Maui water system little bit unique to Hawaii. We use Upcountry surface
water and so does Big Island. Other islands don't, okay, but other places in the nation use surface water
too. So what we discover here and learn here can apply nationally and maybe to the Big Island in some
extent.
Upcountry water, it's a very ... water is a very complicated thing. It looks pure, but think of it more of
a stew. There's many things in it that interact and it's hard to figure out what's causing what, and we
learn that these last three years, but nonetheless they seem to have controlled the lead, taken out some of
those additives we thought had side effects and still there's a couple side effects or potential side effects
that we wanna resolve. Furthermore if they ever have to add back phosphoric acid, we wanna make sure
that we can change the water so that we don't see those side effects again. And everything seems to
point to GAC filters, granulated activated charcoal. Charcoal is carbon. We like that because it seems to
be able to kill four birds, four effects with one thing. Nonetheless, before you say well, let's just do it,
no, water is very complicated issue, and he and I propose a study in a little size system to make sure we
know all the ramifications, all the unexpected things, and that little study . . . at first I thought it was
17,000. If you do the deluxe model of the study, you know, some extra modifications, it might run you
up to 70,000. He has the manpower, he has the brains, he has an interest to do this. The interest is
because it can apply nationally and maybe to the Big Island someday.
So what four things are we gonna try to modify? There was a complaint at one of our community
meetings that some of the pesticides we use, herbicides, nematocides, from sugar cane or pineapple land
are carcinogenic. There's no question some of those pesticides we use were carcinogenic and it's in the
groundwater. I don't know the mapping. If you use ... if we did agriculture way Upcountry where we
draw the water or where exactly we did pineapple and cane, but let's just say there's pesticides
carcinogenic, GAC filters can remove the carcinogens from the pesticides, number one.
Next, GAC is the charcoal or carbon, you remember it's activated carbon. So activated carbon has all
the things ... carbon binds to a lot of things. It detoxifies water, and detoxifies blood. So it binds the
things, but you activate it you strip out everything was bind to so it's free to bind again. So when we put
in these activated filters it will bind out the other organic carbons. Organic carbons quite interesting.
They're gonna have three effects. One is it is nutrient for bacteria which is in the biofilm. Bacteria
comes in the water, but they take care of that. They chlorinate, they filter it out, but in the system itself,
even way down stream when people's heaters and in their tap this biofilm that's natural, that's normal.
Most biofilm germs are good. Some not too good and you gotta watch out for those. You can starve out
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the biofilm. Don't give it its nutrients. It needs nitrogen, phosphates, and carbon. There will always be
trace amounts of nitrogen, phosphate, and carbon. And when you give it a lot of phosphates like we did
it with phosphoric acid then it bloomed. What we wanna do is don't give it phosphates, but if you have
to then don't give it carbon. Put in your GAC filter. Remove the organic carbons or remove the carbon,
and starve out those ... what? ... bacteria way down stream, okay. So we wanna see that no bacteria.
Run a little test show that.
Next thing it does it removes the organic carbons. Not only was it carbon it was organic. That organic
carbon, when combined with chlorine made another carcinogen, the trihalomethanes. So that was a
byproduct of chlorination plus organic carbons. Take out the organic carbons then you get the used
chlorine at high levels. If you can't use chlorine ... we had to switch to this other chlorinated
and
that had side effects too, but anyway, you remove the trihalomethanes, okay, so that's a third effect,
right. The first effect is remove the pesticide carcinogen, second effect is remove the nutrient for those
bacteria, the third effect is remove the organic carbon so you don't make the trihalomethanes.
The final side effect or effect that you might have is he found that those biofilm itself was very acidic in
the microenvironment right next to the pipe. The acidic environment leaches out lead. So that's why it
was some kind of paradoxical effect sometimes. You added phosphate you think you're gonna coat the
pipe. It was a nutrient which fed the bacteria which made the micro-environment acidic which brought
out the lead. It was kind of a paradoxical effect. So indirectly he hopes to control the lead whatever
little left of it there is. A lot of it has leached out that way. So you get four effects with one intervention.
Nonetheless we really do agree that this is a stew, things are complicated, and we would like to Ie ... , run
a little test on our own system in our temperature, in our water on a side pipe looking for these. The
deluxe model, you know, it says well, what else shall we do? If someday you have to add that
phosphoric acid to control the lead, if someday you have to do it, 'cause you can't control the lead any
other way, well, then let's just set up the model with the GAC filter, added phosphoric acid, and see if
the bacteria grow back or not because you did add that phosphate but you starved out the carbon so ...
and he might have another couple ideas, you know, someday you might have to do that so let's go see
what it looks like with GAC filter. So I'm a strong proponent of that. I'm a strong proponent of little
pilot study in our system, in our water, and then unfortunately we're just kind of doing this for
Upcountry and Big Island, and then other parts of the nation that use surface water. So
take any
questions you have now. It doesn't apply to the rest of Maui.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So Dr. Pang are you suggesting that we have testing done similar to what Dr. Edwards
did the table top testing, and that that should be done prior to designing the GAC filter?
MR. PANG: Oh, yes, oh, yes. Because the design itself, every time you do a little study you're gonna see a
couple things surprising, good or bad. And he did these little studies before but not with GAC filter, just
with playing with the phosphoric acid and pH and things like that.
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Now, okay, I don't care if it's him, but if it's not him I want him as a consultant to help interpret the
results. This guy has the ... he can speak before the senate. He knows and has the conviction, and he's
a pretty straight speaker.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, Members, starting with Member Tavares followed by Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Dr. Pang, you said that this was primarily the Up country concern, but
we do use surface water in our other parts ofMaui. So should we be doing the similar types of testing of
the, of those waters too?
DR. PANG: George, you have to help on this. How much ... for drinking purposes how much surface water
we ... we use a lot, or you mix it, or you plan to mix it?
MR. TENGAN: Well, in Central Maui we use ... like I said earlier in the meeting we use about 2.2 million
gallons out of 24 million gallons daily demand-DR. PANG: Okay.
MR. TENGAN: --so that's for Central Maui, but some areas I believe receive totally groundwater. So the
dilution might, would probably be greater than that 2.2 versus 24 million gallons in those areas where
we do service them with the water from the lao treatment plant.
DR. PANG: Okay, then I stand corrected. Then it's actually even more reason to do a pilot study not in these
other areas first up there because you're looking at four effects. You will see we can get these two
effects easily and maybe not this one. What do I mean easily? How often you gotta change the GAC.
Because you'll lose these effects, and if your general surface water, not Up country, you're afraid of
pesticide carcinogen, then let's see how long you can use the GAC filter for that effect extrapolating to
these regions. You know I mean you're trying to figure out which is the limiting effect that you gotta
change the filter.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: So we should be doing this wherever we're using surface water on Maui because I
believe even on West Maui there's some surface water mixed with the groundwater.
DR. PANG: Yes, but I believe if we start off Up country, some of the effects you see can be extrapolated to-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: To the other areas.
DR. PANG: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I just wanna add to that Member Tavares. When Dr. Edwards was here I did ask him if
we are using a portion of surface water, and adding it to a groundwater does that dilute the bacteria, or
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does that essentially provide a larger petri dish for it to grow in? And he said no. It just allows a larger
solution for it to grow in.
VICE-CHAIR TAV ARES: A bigger soup kettle.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right, a bigger soup kettle. Okay, thank you. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair. Good morning, Dr. Pang. What would be
the duration of the study? Are we looking at a three month ... it would take you three months to do an
analysis ... six months?
DR. PANG: Eric or Ginny, what did he say? Around five months, huh? There's the deluxe model-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Right.
DR. PANG: --and the standard model. The deluxe has any intervention you might do even outside of the
Upcountry area so you know ... if he comes out, you know, I wanna work with him (inaudible) I want
some of results, we want some results in four months that we can up and go with, and then some added
on things that we might do some day, probably give him a little more time.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And as far as residents will be notified or just made aware that this study is
going on or anything the residents need to know something about this study?
DR. PANG: He does a close loop. That means he taps off. So I guess it could be notified ifhe shakes the pipes
and that .... makes things tum brown but, but generally it's a separated off loop.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Oh, okay. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Dr. Pang, you mentioned about a pilot project, pilot project,
the pilot project that-DR. PANG: Oh, pilot project.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah. The pilot project that you talk about is-DR. PANG: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --it's separation of what is existing out there. You build something for
this pilot project and you monitor-DR. PANG: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --for a period of time-DR. PANG: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --rather than monitoring an existing ...
DR. PANG: Correct. Rather than putting it on a big system, it's a little pilot pro ... , it's a prior study to see if
you wanna commit to a big system to know all the intricacies of does it work, how often you gotta
change it, what you changing it for, we're losing which effect, does it work in the summer, does it work
in the winter, temperature changes things a lot too.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And, and, and for this study the deluxe is $70,000?
DR. PANG: Was it $70,000 without the deluxe part? 'Cause I started asking for the deluxe part when we add-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I think it was (inaudible)
DR. PANG: With or without the deluxe? With the deluxe.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: And does it ... that dollar amount was it ever conveyed to the Council
or to the Department so that we could have taken action during the budget process?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, actually, we, we did allocate $250,000 for pre-testing and design for the GAC
system so-COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So we could utilize that money to do this?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Thank you.
MR. PANG: But like Charmaine said I just don't know how extensive shall we do it in
non-Up country
surface or shall we just ask Marc, you know, Marc Edwards. Trust the guy you know what I mean. He's
got no agendas.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Dr. Pang.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you, Madam Chair. I know during the budget sessions we were talking about
the Upcountry system. So I think if we even started with the Upcountry system, see how it went and,
you know, try to get some, you know, more professional opinions, and maybe start looking at the other
systems that have surface water mixed with the groundwater.
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DR. PANG: Another deluxe part, package you might have to do is Marc will tell you how it affects the biofilm
bacteria, but specially some people might say well, how does it affect pseudomonas the one we worried
about most, or mycoplasma. Well, than Marc's gotta go spike his little system, put it in and then watch
the change in that. I mean, you know, you can imagine all kinds of added things, but you know I can
promise you at least from my point of view it's not gonna be like research for the hell of it or let's try
that just for the heck of that. These things are quite targeted to things we kind of worry about in
humans.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, so I hope, you know, we clean up the stew with all of this studies
so that you know once and for all we, you know, we can say that we get safe drinking water Up country.
If we're gonna be spending money we better spend it wisely and make sure that, you know, the water
that we provide for, for Maui County actually is very safe, and I, I believe ... and I would support such
a project going forward. Thank you.
DR. PANG: You know I don't wanna give misperception. I mean it is quite safe, but every so on ... every so
often those trihalomethanes creep up, and people say well, shouldn't we be doing this or, you know,
people said we'll ... when will we gonna add back phosphoric acid if not ... so it's all these future
things we might have to do I would like to know if the GAC can solve 'em all so if we ever get our
backs against the wall at least we can say we did a study, it does work.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Dr. Pang. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much for sharing all the information too. Because we're
talking about a model essentially that could be I guess conveyed or applied in other areas, do you
believe that at some point regulation wise we would be able to compel like say private water systems to
actually do something similar because for example I'm on Kaanapali water system and believe me
there's DBCP, there's other things in the water or have rumored to be in the water that we have no idea
what's there, but if this model works what would be the mechanism to either try to compel or to regulate
other water systems so the same type of thing doesn't continue to occur?
DR. PANG: Okay, that's a very good point. If the model works, first of all we're gonna have to look at little bit
cost benefit, see how often you gotta change the GAC filter, but
pretty sure now EPA will say that
you gotta show it works on Maui, our temperature or things, so at least Maui is Maui. They might ask to
say go on a pilot on Kaanapali water before you claim that the GAC does this. That's a fair statement,
that's okay, but we'd be moving along quite a ways. So it is no different the recommendation than
phosphoric acid being added. They set the limitation. You got too much of this. Then you say okay, so
we could do this, this, and this. They would just say oh, yeah, and GAC is now one of the options, but
since you never ran it, or you did or didn't on Kaanapali water they're gonna say go ahead, try put in the
GAC either as a pilot or as a permanent thing if it's not too expensive, but monitor to show me you got
some ... your effect. So it is no different than something in the bag of tricks to meet the criteria. Now
if you actually say oh, we're gonna change the criteria, I'm gonna show you can drop the biofilm to
zero, that's something different.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Db-huh.
DR. PANG: That's something different. That's big EPA change.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and basically what you're looking at is mitigating to current standards
what is in the water now, and you're trying to find the best way to accomplish that and of course most
cost-effective, but I always look at private water systems, you know, while they're outside of the loop
for the most part, the overall net effect is basically on public health, and if you have problems
Up country, the likelihood of having problems in other areas of the County is very great. So that's why I
wanna know how the model can be utilized and how it can help us to at least create that standard that all
people have to basically need or at least establish the different ways that it can be resolved, and then
who's responsible for testing. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, Members, I just think for the public ... (end o/tape, start 2B @ 11:02 a.m.). ..
understanding that the folks sitting here, including Dr. Pang, are members of the Water
Quality ... Up country Water Quality Oversight Committee, and they have been working for what two
years now? Meeting at least on a monthly basis over this issue, and so that's why they're here. They're
volunteering their time to inform us on the progress that they've made, and the areas they feel still need
to be addressed. So we're gonna just pass the mike on down the road and listen to each one ofthem, and
Members as you question let's make sure that we keep our questions focused on the Upcountry program,
okay. Ginny, are you next?
MS. PARSONS: I'm gonna give you ... Is it on?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yes.
MS. PARSONS: I'm gonna give you just an overview of the grant, and what we've accomplished in the last 15
months. (NOTE: Dr. Pang stood up to leave.) Don't leave me yet 'cause I have questions for you that
only you can answer.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You promised us 20 minutes.
was causing
MS. PARSONS: (laughter) We started this, the program with a grant to test ... to find out
lead to leach in the Up country area, and the EPA set the parameters on how we would, how we would
study this, and we're waiting right now for the final Boyle report which I understand was in about three
weeks ago. I guess it's ... is it still at the printers or is it in the Mayor's office? Does the Mayor have
his copy yet?
MR. Y AMASHIGE: No. It returned and we're distributing this week.
MS. PARSONS: So you should have a copy then to find out just as the Committee will to see what the final
report was so we don't have that information at this point. The, the lead portion of the grant we had
wanted to test about 2,000 people with children under six and pregnant women. We had about ... about
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800 requisitions out, and about 250 of those people came forward to be tested, and we have sent out a
press release that said that by the June 30th I believe that's the last call, you know come now and get 'em
tested or, you know, 'cause this ... that portion of the program is ending and we're moving forward.
Now that's not saying that we're ending lead information totally, but what we're doing is eliminating the
testing because ... and I haven't seen all the test results but Dr. Pang can attest to. We had basically no
findings of lead, maybe two positives that turned out to be incorrect--is that what I understand?--out of
that 200, plus another 250 that were tested in private concern from the information that was given. So
we generated 250 plus an ... , information to gather another 250 so about 500 participants to find out
we're not seeing lead in that demographic that we were headed for ... and that could come from a lot of
things. There are filters on the homes, there are ... there's more education out there, and it may be just
the way that we're looking at it that's coming forward too with new information how you take, how you
test for this, and when you test for this, but as part of the grant the focus that we had we've achieved
that. We've told the EPA we don't feel that we have a lead problem in the homes per se or in the
demographic that we were looking at. We are gonna go forward and look into the schools, count the
fixtures, see what needs to be changed out, count the drinking fountains, you know, and do some testing
inside each one of the schools, and if we start to see any kind of growth in that we'll come back and say
we may probably maybe look down town so ... and what the outcome of the preliminary report from
Boyle was, was, what was causing lead to leach was acid-producing bacteria among other things. So
now we're into that phase of what is acid-producing bacteria, and what parties was acid-producing
bacteria because not all acid-producing bacteria is bad, but when bacteria gets together and pathogens
get together they accumulate and they could be good and bad in that, in that party. So we're, we've been
focusing on how do we get that word out to the homeowner and what, what's going on in the homes.
We know that when we added the phosphate to the water in 2001 that it cause it to bloom in the system,
and it bloomed, and it went all the way into the homes as you can imagine. So whatever was growing
grew and went beyond the meter into the homes and into the water heater. Water heater set at 120 we
found are basically incubating bacteria. So one of the messages that we've been trying to get out and we
did an Upcountry Water Fair that was really successful in the fact that people that came were really
interested in learning about what was going on with, with the water. And I think having the Committee
made things more, more credible working with the Department and with the Department of Water, and
Department of Health, and so people were starting to really listen to this. It wasn't just like well, I heard
this, but I don't know anything about it. They really wanted to know. And we've found that, that in the
home systems with the hot water heater some of the--and Brooke's gonna get into this--some of the
bacteria testing was extremely high. We also found that some of the homes have activated carbon filters.
Well, in the surface water area, and this is one of the educational processes that we did at the fair, if you
look on your packaging it says not made from microbially unknown or un ... , or unstable or unsafe
water. It's a little disclaimer that's on a carbon-activated filter, and it's on the Pur's, and Brita's, and
Reverse Osmosis, etcetera. That's something that Dr. Edwards right now is studying and they're finding
that our bacteria can grow rapidly in those. So you might think you're drinking really pure water at your
sink and you've got a carbon-activated filter under it for point of us, and you've got on, you've got no
disinfection coming into your, to your home other than chlorine. Remember I said earlier some of these
pathogens don't die with chlorine? Well, they land in that carbon filter, and they grow. And you
remember Dr. Edwards when he came he said how quickly everything grew? That's what happens in
that filter. So Brooke's gonna share with you some of these figures that were astronomical coming from
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filters underneath the sink. Now I went out, when we went to these, when these numbers came in and I
went into the homes, and I tested to see if we had enough disinfection, are normal disinfection in the
lines coming into the homes. I had a hot testing kit from Dr. Edwards. We've got plenty of disinfection
coming into this, into the areas. We've got sufficient disinfection. We're reaching even areas where we
hadn't been able to get really good disinfection three years ago. We now have substantial disinfection.
So what was causing the problems was inside the home not from and coming from our distribution
system, and this is something that we've been able to establish. So now we need to go out with a more
of an educational process to say okay, homeowner. You're in a surface water system. These are things
you can do to make your home more safe. EPA wants us to create a door hanger so that we can go door
to door and say here's your ten points of what you can do inside your home and, and in some cases if we
have really, really high counts we're trying to figure out a protocol how you can clean your household
system, and that's still in the drawing, drawing phases, but working with Purell talking to them about,
you know, how, how you clean the systems, how can the homeowner deal with this, and be quite frank
with your plumbers in our area and, and some of ... like even in some of our major businesses that deal
with this don't wanna have the liability to say I've cleaned out the pipes because ... and I can give you
an example of my house I'm ... , in my house in Hana. Brand new construction. We did the first test,
and I'm thinking I'm really clean 'cause I know how this works, and I'm making sure everything's
getting flushed out. Well, my plumber flushed it out with the aerators on. So when I took my first
sample of water from my kitchen sink, you know, you're allowed 500 colony-forming units. I had
570,000 colony-forming units coming out of my sink because the plumber didn't have any real protocol
he had to follow to flush after new construction. So I went in and I flushed to the max, and I'm, I have a
micron filter to take out turbidity, and a ultraviolet to take out pathogens, and I have chlorine coming
into my house that in Hana is about, about .5, .5556 and sufficient disinfection. I still had, even after the
flush, because he hadn't done this right, 13,000 colony-forming units coming out in my next test. Okay,
so what do we do? Well, we went in and we did a pool shock, and what we did was run the pool shock .
. . we documented. So we talked to all these different people about how you would do this, and how you
do it safely, and pull the chlorine through for 20 hours and let it sit in the pipes, and then flushed it out
for another two hours to flush it out, and I took readings all the way through it so we could start to test to
see how this would work, and I got down to minus 10. So now I ... in my next study, which Brooke is
gonna do next week, we'll pull samples again and we'll see if we maintained it, if we stayed down, but
what I found out was once this starts to grow
the system, just flushing the water and keeping
disinfection in there wasn't enough to get rid of
CHAIR ANDERSON: So the pool shock is what got rid of it?
MS. PARSONS: Well, that's what ... so far. So now the next test will tell me if it's, ifit stayed (inaudible)
so ... but that's where we are with this. I'm gonna let Brooke talk to you about heterotrophic plate
count testing, and, and what she's doing and how she's working with homeowners, and how we're
setting up and going about that, and Rosemary will just give you an overview.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Dr. Pang, thanks for coming.
MS. RICHERT: Ijust ... basically what we do is homeowners signed up and they pick up a sterile bottle--
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You need to use the mike real close to your mouth.
MS. RICHERT: Oh, okay. We got a sterile bottle from Hawaii Food and Water Testing, and we pass it out, we
pass it out (laughter) and then tell them how to make the ... how to draw the water and keep it sterile,
you know, not to ... having anything touch the edge of the container. We pick it up Monday morning,
and then send it out in a cooler to Hawaii Food and Water Testing in Honolulu on the airplane, and then
two days later we get the reports back and tell 'em you know what the counts are. We've had about half
of 'em come back that are, you know, questionable, you know worrisome, and we call everybody and
tell 'em what their count is, and offer suggestions to, you know, like tum up your hot water heater. What
we were most concerned last time with is several people tested their drinking water. They have it under
the sink or RO system, Reverse Osmosis system, and those systems came back especially high. I mean
like 210,000; 18,000 and ... so these are ... you know we're thinking that we're doing good by having
this filter and it's actually causing more problems and it's obviously in-house, you know, it's from the
meter into the system to the house. So that's what we're ... that's what we're working with. I mean,
and some of the things are really, really high. Some of 'em are really low, you know, so it's not an ...
it's just, there is a problem and I think homeowners are curious especially with health issues that have
come up. So any questions?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, any questions for either Ginny or Brooke?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So when you do this testing, you go back to the same house and retest
on a periodic basis so that whatever you tell 'em to do, you know, they did?
MS. RICHERT: Lot's of times ... I mean all, these people everybody's paying for this themselves. It cost each
person $31 and so if they come back, you know, it comes back high the first time, they make some of
these changes, and then they test it again the next time to see if any of those things have helped. What
we'd like to do is, you know, do more with the, with the work inside the house be able to test if the
chlorine coming in is good, you know, what it takes to get this, the, the bacteria level down. So we, we
do follow-up with them as much as they want to, you know, but it is, you know, they have to pay for this
so it's every test that they do it's $31 for each one of these so ...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So the homeowner pays

then the $31.

MS. PARSONS: And it's general testing. What we'd like to do with some of the funds from the ... and we
need to discuss it with the EPA but ... and we have in preliminary discussions, but what we would like
to do is go a little bit deeper, and homes that are non-compromise, for example, if we find ... and when
I say non-compromise they have no refrigerator filter, no filter under the sink, they're just basically
using the water coming in off the street with no compromise situation, knows nothing. And if they've
test high, then what we'd like to do after if they ... if we can't seem to get it down then take that sample
and use the grant money to send that out to the mainland and have it cultured, you know, thoroughly
cultured to see what might be in that system, and how we can help that homeowner disinfect.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Explain what you mean by cultured, Ginny.
MS. PARSONS: Well, looking for what kind of microbial bacteria matter might be in, in the sample, and we
have what ... and it wouldn't be just at random. We have a list that Dr. Edwards is providing that'll say
this is what we wanna test for, and what I will probably have in the next month is ... especially after I
go to San Antonio for the Water .. AW ... the Water Works Convention ... is a cost analysis of what it
would cost us to do a sample, and take these path ... , these list of pathogens and say if I give you a
sample and we send it to you ... you know how the protocol they set up sending to you ... what is the
cost gonna be on a per household basis.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know interesting what, when you say that you built a home in
Hana. In the Upcountry area, I guess you know you have people building new homes, what do you tell
those new homeowners in regards to prior to construction, you know, these are the things that you gotta
follow, your plumber gotta follow to-MS. PARSONS: Well, you know I'm in the package home business, and there is not anybody that gets out of
my office without me saying you have to look at how you're handling your, your disinfection in your
home. I believe we need chlorine in the pipes. And I'll tell you awhile back I wasn't so sure that I liked
chlorine. I definitely believe we need chlorine in the pipes, and you can't filter it all out. You shouldn't
filter ... and this is my opinion and then I . . . and Dr. Edwards concurs 'cause he's taught me
this ... we shouldn't filter it all out. If you wanna take out chlorine take it out at point of use with a
Brita filter but don't you dare leave that Brita filter on the countertop. You put it in the refrigerator. It
never sits out on your counter because in the refrigerator it's cold, it's gonna inhibit the growth of
anything, and you have to keep it changed regularly and keep it clean . . . I mean I go through the
protocol where you take your aerators off every week. You clean 'em just like you clean your bathroom,
you know, you just, you just don't let things sit. And I never knew to do this, but when I pulled my
aerators off ... and you all should go home tonight take ... untwist all the aerators on your sinks and
look at the junk that's in there you're gonna be amazed and that ... every time there is a pebble in there
or a little stone or a little piece of dirt it collects bacteria that you can't even see and ... when you pull
that water down you're, you know, that can be affecting your immune system not that these are really,
you know, not that this could kill you overnight, but you're just absorbing so much bacteria into your
system that your immune system breaks down 'cause you can't fight everything.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Kinda remind of the old days when you put your, the room
bag I think over the spigot. Thank you, Ginny. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. .. , Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. Good morning, Ginny and then Brooke. Can you
tell us how roughly how many homes have you tested and what percentage of the homes tested have
come up with levels that are of concern?
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MS. RICHERT: We've done about a hundred, almost a hundred samples some tests, some are for like for one
house they test the kitchen sink and the shower and stuff, but we've done about 100 and about 50
percent have corne back high.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
Makawao ...

Wow.

Okay. Any like . . . in particular what regions? Mostly Kula,

MS. RICHERT: It's allover. We have Haiku, Kula, Olinda, you know, it's ... Makawao, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MS. PARSONS: We have asked the Department to help us map this out, and I think, I think George said at the
last Board meeting that you turned it over to Eric and, and Ellen can map it out for us. We can give 'ern
the TMKs, and they can ... and the addresses.
MS. RICHERT: Yes (inaudible)
MS. PARSONS: (inaudible) We have the addresses, but we can map it out to see if we have any pockets, any
clusters
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Any other questions, Members? So you've tested 200 homes did you say Brooke?
MS. RICHERT: No, there been about 100 plus-CHAIR ANDERSON: A hundred.
MS. RICHERT: --but some of 'ern like do four in one house so it's not ... that's not 100 homes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MS. RICHERT: It's about 100 tests.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, 100 tests, but not necessarily a 100 homes.
MS. RICHERT: Correct.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And then how did ... how were you called to do the testing? How did people know to
call you folks?
MS. RICHERT: We had a lot of people sign up at the Water Fair and it's just people that know we're doing
this and want their name on the list to be called so it's just word of mouth, yeah.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: And so there's nothing in the work plan for this grant that requires some kind of
outreach to the community so that they're aware not everybody can go to a fair or ... I mean word of
mouth seems like a pretty tricky way to go about identifying high bacteria counts.
MS. PARSONS: Well, it's one of the ... it's one of those areas where you can't really explain it really well in
an ad. And we've tried ... and what we're doing is we're setting up at the different fairs and we're
signing people up as they come in 'cause you need to sit down and, and talk to people ... and Dr. Pang
has a questionnaire that he'd like ... we've been filling out after the last ... I think the last two where
we can establish if they have any health problems going along with it so ... I think we probably need
some more media support but I ... but we need to ... we need to coordinate that and coordinate with
the full committee on how we're gonna go about it, and work with the Administration, and Mr.
DeLeon's on our committee so he helps, he can help us guide us on how we ... you know you don't
wanna cause a public scare, but you wanna give the education and, and it's a volunteer committee so,
you know, it's a lot of work.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Could you provide a copy of Dr. Pang's questionnaire for this Committee?
MS. PARSONS: Yes, I believe so. Do you have, do you have one you can give her?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Member Johnson.
MS. PARSONS: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and this is one suggestion. Have you worked with Project East?
Because basically Maui Economic Development Board and actually Jeanne Skog has a technology
program, and it's in several of the schools. I don't know how they're involved at King Kekaulike or any
of the other schools Upcountry, but basically a technology program where they will assist sometimes
with community projects in either data gathering or in dissemination of educational materials or
assisting with developing a model. So if you're having difficulty this may be one of the areas where it
wouldn't add to the cost, but it might be a project that you could approach the Project East group with
that they may take on and assist you, and I believe that we help through the County to help provide
funding, and also I think through the Women Technology Program there's a large amount of funding
that comes into that program too.
MS. PARSONS: That would be, that would be terrific and we will be on top of that immediately. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Any other questions, Members? Ms. Tavares.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yes, it's Leslie Wilkins that heads up that East Program for the Maui Economic
Development Board, and our kids here on Maui have gone to the nationals and placed like first so
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they've done, they've done outstanding jobs here, and they take on all kinds of projects so it might be
really something you folks could pursue.
MS. PARSONS: And I'd love to be able to get the kids involved in this because the more awareness in the
school level, and I said this to Mary Cochran, the Board, the Board of Education, I said Mary we need to
start educating kids about, about water usage in the home. You know one of things that, and Lucienne
was taking earlier about, about conservation, and we've gotta define the difference between conservation
and, and water usage in the home because technically, you know, right now we should flush the water,
especially in the surface water area, and we don't know what's going on in the pipe system, don't put
your glass underneath the sink and tum the water on. You need to let it run for a little bit. And when the
department test the water they let it run three to five minutes before they pull a sample. So, you know, if
their sample is clean in three to five minutes, that doesn't necessarily mean there's not something right
there in it. It just means that it's flushed out so you don't wanna, you don't wanna put the glass under
the faucet and tum the sink on, you don't wanna put the stopper down and fill the bath tub up. You
wanna flush a little bit and we need to, we need to figure out a conservative approach to this but ... an
educational approach.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you for mentioning educational in working with Mary Cochran
in regards to, you know, outreaching our students. One thing that I find though is that I don't know how
much of these materials, if it's given to the student or students, you know, get to the homes to their
parents probably hardly, that's one issue that, you know, we've always had being a member of a school
committee council. The other thing that we find is that because we do have some people with ESL,
English Second Language, that we, we may need to provide that type of information to the different
cultures, and I don't know if, you know, it's being done on the ...
MS. PARSONS: No, we're working on a door knocker right now, and that's one of the things that I'm gonna
take with me to San Antonio to review with the EPA to refine it and get it to the points that they wanna
have it so ... and that they approve of, and that would be ... I mean those are points that you can in
your own home tum up the hot water heaters, clean out the aerators, I mean it's those kinds of points that
we need to talk about so ... we can do that. I think that's a great suggestion multilingual.
you, Chair.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. Okay, Rosemary.

MS. ROBBINS: Rosemary Robbins, Educator. When I'm in those classrooms and I'm still in there, there are
specific things even with the little children and second grade variety ... promise Mrs. Robbins that you
will never drink out of a hose outside. I promise you know, and we can get them on their level to
understand some of the things ... we had pencils made up for the fair, just happen to have one with me,
it's identified drink safe water, there was another one that said cook with safe water, a third one that said
(inaudible) bathe in safe water, and these little kids are taking these homes. Any class that I go in to the
kids get these. And I'm only one person but, but the opportunity to be with the kids and to let them
know that we care enough about them to want them to have safe water, and to be custodians of safe
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water. Don't flash that hose in anybody else's face either. So there are things that we can do with the
little kids, and I'm delighted at the thought of working with the high school kids on that, and that's up in
my neck of the woods. I'm in Kula.
Couple things just to affinn when Brooke was talking about $33 a shot, if you have ... that's not a
household now. That's a shot. So in your house if you have a kitchen, two showers, and then your
bathroom sink, we're talking about $125 and we're ... there are a lot of people who were saying I don't
have that kind of money to do ... and then that's true. That's not an excuse. So we need to be aware of
that and sensitive to that. The idea of educating people beyond the folks who would come to a Water
Fair, we have asked for ... we would like to see daily in the newspaper, we know that's not gonna
happen, but certainly weekly it seems as though that could happen. I see ... I did see Harry was here.
Harry Eagar and Dave also has put some stuff in the newspaper so we know that that can happen. We
know that the Water Department has .... welcome back Harry ... that the Water Department has actual
colored advertisements in the Maui Weekly so the idea of using ... and that talks about conserving
water, and again what Ginny was saying where it's sort of a cross point sometimes on that, let your
water run, don't lose a drop.
Okay, when we talk about the grant itself, when the grant came through, remember the grant was sought
by people Up country that there was ... neither the Water Department nor the Department of Health that
went after that grant. It was concerned people Upcountry who were symptomatic in not just in rashes
that definitely was a part of it, but not all of it. There were respiratory, gastrointestinal difficulties, they
were at the same time, and so we really wanted to check on the cause and effect. I didn't come in until
later on that, but I read that history carefully. And then it was through our elected Dain Kane, whom you
folks had elected as your Chair at that point, that it went to Dan Inouye. He went to bat for that on
Federal level, the money was then released through the Federal EPA grant, and came back to Maui and
was put in the custodianship of the Department of Water Supply so that's the history on all of that.
There were two major parts to that. One was on the engineering end of that, and the County hired that
out. Sort of off shored that to Boyle Associates in Florida, and the other part of it was to be done with
an education system here on Maui. And the people from Florida, Boyle Associates, primarily a man
named Steve, Steve Duranceau has been over to Maui several times. He also produced a preliminary
report, no joke, about that thick, that came out last fall, and we got a chance, those of us on the
committee to go over that. It was loads of homework, and that's the other one that Eric says is right now
still in his office. Eric, I'm volunteering today to run that up to the ninth floor and to get that out to the
people here and to take it home so that those of us who are going to be Upcountry where the issue
primarily is can do the homework. You know we're dealing with apportioning our 24 hours a day too. I
know a lot of mines get done at midnight, but I can't do it if I don't have it so I'm volunteering to get
you some office space on that and take that home today.
Also the recommendation had come from the committee and from Mayor Arakawa that perhaps in our
water bills we could give some points to people, and at the Water Fair there was a sheet that was given
out--where did that go? It's a two-sided sheet. Anybody who came through that front door was made
aware that that was over at Brooke's desk where she was educating people about having the water tested.
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We'll get that out .... (end of tape, start 3A @ 11:32 a.m.). .. and it talks about things like keeping your
water heater up high enough not to incubate but to knock that stuff out. We also have to remember that
chlorine as an issue will knock the heck out of some things and do nothing for others like pseudomonas
which we know we have. So there's a whole body of constantly evolving and hopefully improving
methods and technologies to be applied to this. So what we know in the past about the cheese cloth
around the faucets was good for then and there's better stuff for us now so we need to be made aware of
that and just deal with that.
Let's see ... I wrote some quickies down on here. So the engineering part, the education part of getting
out to the community knowing that some of the conservation things are at cross points with
the ... making sure that we flush ... I've been here testifying before about the biox(?), you know, good
for the knees bad for the heart. And we just have to just remember that that's always something we need
to keep on top of.
I think as long as we understand that we're talking about the engineering part of that having been done
by Boyle Associates who keeps in touch, and then the community, and of that, that those of us who were
there, and we're talking about the Department of Health, the Department of Water, the Oversight
Advisory Committee, there was a project manager hired to be able to gel that so that it would be an
individual effort ... so if I'm missing something great, tell me, and I'll see if we can answer that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Rosemary.
MS. ROBBINS: It's an ongoing effort. Just to let know that that ... the shelf1ife of this grant is running up
until 2007 so we still have some time. We did do ... we ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: February 2007.
MS. ROBBINS: That's true. Yeah. And actually some of the paperwork in that shows work to be done up
through October '07. Those dates don't necessarily coincide, but we know we have at least until
February '07. We did do the review of what the Oversight Committee has been able to do, line items,
these were our responsibilities. This is what we've hit. We're trying to have that by way of the Water
Department and you got some of that from Dr. Pang this morning. Also from
Project Coordinator to
again go over those line items and see what we've done and what we need to do. So let us know you
have things you want us to do. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You know it's a little disturbing to me. I appreciate everything that you guys have been
doing, but the grant was 400 and some thousand dollars. Pardon me?
MS. ROBBINS: 497.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Four hundred and ninety-seven of which 81,000 of it went for the Project Coordinator,
and to date none of the schools have been tested, and this is the high risk area. So is there an approved
work plan that is gonna be carried out until the end of the project that includes getting all the schools
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tested? And you know I just somehow, I don't know about you Members, but 500 homes tested out of
2,000 plus I don't think is a good percentage. And so do we have time to do a more aggressive outreach
to the community so that we can get more testing done before this grant expires?
MS. PARSONS: Well, I think there's, I think there had been some stumbling blocks but hopefully we're gonna
be able to, to clarify. There, the, the grant is pretty specific in what it states, what we're suppose to be
doing. It's an advance grant. I don't think the Department became aware of what an advance grant was
until about two weeks ago. The Project Coordinator's position has been in some what of a turmoil
because I don't think the Project Coordinator knew how she was suppose to be reporting, and that may
have been a fault of the Department, but when you go and look at the, the grant for the Project
Coordinator's portion of it, the committee is suppose to review the work plan, and approve the work
plan, and the implementation of the work plan, and we haven't to date seen anything of invoices. We've
had some reports that have been, you know, that have been, that ... that it ... didn't what? ...
MS. ROBBINS: Told.
MS. PARSONS: Told to us and there needs to be more specific information which I think the Department has
but it needs to share and-CHAIR ANDERSON: So there is a, there is a move to test the schools and the preschools?
MS. PARSONS: That was discussed yesterday, and Mr. Tengan that he would like to have a full study of all the
fixtures in the schools and then figure out how we test them, and we all have to look at our, how we
budget for that once we have determined how many fixtures are in there. And so we're gonna go back
and work together about setting up a good the next say six months, five, six months of activities and
what we expect to get done between, you know, on a monthly basis so we have a good report, and we'll
all work together as a committee and try to reach out as much as we possibly can to all the community
events to ... and to PTAs and start this education process together rather than one side going off one
way and one side going off the other and, and bring Dr. Pang in to do the contaminants because I
feel ... I don't even feel comfortable going alone. He needs to be there and so we'll ... it needs to be
coordinated with Department of Health and working with the ... Mary Cochran with the Board of
Education.
ANDERSON: Excellent. And then why is that some of these grant monies cannot be used to do this
biotesting that you guys are doing?
MS. PARSONS: It's not that it can't. We just have to designate where it's gonna come from and just to get it
approved through the EPA and that's, and that's ... once we put a plan together we can say to the EPA
this is where we wanna spend these dollars. I think what needed to be ... what would ... still needs to
be done is go over, you know, and, and maybe this has to, to go over with the Department reviewing it
on how these funds are allotted. I read it one way and the committee reads it ... I mean the committee
reads it one way, the Department interprets another. I think it needs to be interpreted properly. Legally,
properly. Mr. Kushi.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You in, in this proposed, proposal the scope of service it says initiate and implement
actions and activities to fulfill the "Proposed Plan and Proposed Activities" sections of APPENDIX B:
Reducing the Hazards of Lead and Other Contaminates in Drinking Water ... so it seem to me if, if, you
know, the problem that the people Upcountry are having is not so much the lead as it is the bacteria then
this grant should also help pay for the testing of the bacteria in people's homes.
MS. PARSONS: We agree, the committee agrees. The Department, and this is my understanding, is the
Department instructed the Coordinator to focus only on lead and so that was the knowledge that she
gained, that's what she learned, that was her mission statement, and when the committee would bring up
other contaminants she didn't feel that she needed to participate in that, and so that became, that caused
a bit of a rift within the committee because the committee felt that all of it was important and in order to

CHAIR ANDERSON: Excuse me, Ginny. You know if you gentlemen need to carryon a conversation, please
go out in the lobby. Respect the decorum of the Chambers. Thank you. Go ahead Ginny.
MS. PARSONS: The, the committee felt that the E. .. , that the grant wasn't carried out properly if it wasn't
including all of it. I mean I understood from Dr. Macler that the, the EPA's focus was to, to determine
that the ... what was causing the lead to leach, and if it was acid-producing bacteria then we needed to
start to study that and that's ... but they have to go with their protocol on what the EPA oversight is.
Now they can go to the next level once we've gotten to point A we can go to point B and that's where
we are right now.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I know you have to leave shortly Ginny, but one question I had is with
regard to the cost of testing for, you know, the other things that aren't covered within the grant or, you
know, that there may be some debate about, do you believe that the County, you know, could in some
way I guess to give a larger sampling so that there will be a greater level of participation and more
knowledge gathered, do you think that the County might engage in some type of participation, or do you
think it would be helpful we gave some kind of an incentive because there are many people I think
trying to gather data
that would come forward if they didn't have to pay these huge costs because
that will help us Countywide so ...
MS. PARSONS: I agree. I, I would love to see it ... I mean this is just the ... this is Phase I and I'm thrilled
that we're up to, you know, 100 samples at this point because that gives us an awful lot of data to work
with and we've already learned a lot of things that we passed along to Dr. Edwards. I mean this
is ... and once we get more information . . . we are cutting edge here, folks. I mean I keep stressing
this, but because we are an island and we are unique, and we have a community that responds to each
other, we have generated more information and there are only three professors across the country that
focus on distribution system, and only one the focus is in the home, and so that's really an important
point. I mean we're making history right now with this information. What we learned here is gonna be
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taken across the country because we're not alone in this problem. This is happening allover and so
we're, we're gonna be able to make, we're gonna be able to make history, but we're gonna make our
water safer and cleaner as, as the reason for which will improve if it's possible to improve tourism, it'll
improve tourism, it'll keep our property values up, it'll, it'll be a positive.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, Ginny, could I just ask you, we're kind of running out oftime so I'm gonna force
this issue. If you could just briefly describe the precautions that people should be taking ... and, and I
know Rosemary touched on a few, but this is being televised and probably will be replayed, and so for
the benefit of people who are watching could you just briefly describe the precautions they can take
within their home to reduce the bacteria that they may ingest.
MS. PARSONS: Well, the first thing I would do is when I tum on my water spigot on I let it run for awhile,
and when I say let it run, I let it run for couple of minutes and that's-CHAIR ANDERSON: And that's because overnight so people understand why then they're more apt to do it is
as the water sits overnight the bacteria grows-MS. PARSONS: Right. It becomes stagnant.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --so that's why you flush it.
MS. PARSONS: It's more stagnant. In a distribution system it's running constantly and so it flushes itself and
keeps a good residual of chlorine, but overnight in the homes it sits because we don't use it as much and
so you wanna, you wanna basically pull in new fresh water from the street to give you a chlorine
disinfection. Now, that's probably what you gotta think in your mind because if you live Up country and
you've got 500 feet to the street it may take you more than a minute or two minutes to pull in clear, you
know, cool water. So you start with the cold water and pull that. Hot water heaters, you know, I, I think
they need to be up to 140 degrees constantly to be safe especially if you have an immune compromise
system, but that's almost impossible for some people because the electric is just outrageous. There are
some things you can do. There are electric point of use hot water heaters that are not that expensive and
we might look at some kind of program. They're about $500 that'll do two to three bathrooms and
they'll cut down on your electric bill as well because it's just point of use. Also there's a, there are gas
palomas that are out there. So if you have a gas hot water heater you can put a paloma, it's a point of
use, and they are very efficient, and Europe is using a lot of them. So that would be an energy program I
would look at that would be in a, in a surface water system, and we have surface water going in down
here too, and we have it in Lahaina so it's, it's a County issue and ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And the reason for turning up is because bacteria grows in the tank too.
MS. PARSONS: Right. It'll incubate in a 120, 130 degrees. At 140 for at least five hours it will bum it out
that was what I was gonna say. If you can't keep it on all the time tum ... even if it's solar put it on a
timer that five hours before you start to shower in the morning you've had it sitting at 140 degrees.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: And then also Ginny I think it's also important to explain that there are, there's a
switching valve because 140 is scalding.
MS. PARSONS: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so there's a switching valve that mixes cold with hot so that people don't get
scalded.
MS. PARSONS: At the point of use and that can be installed by a plumber and you may want to put some kind
of program together where that could be 'cause it's an expense that you have to bring a plumber in, but it
can be put in at point of use so that your kids don't get scalded ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And can I ... I'm sorry to keep interrupting you, but you've been living with this for a
long time and so I think when, when you're someone who's not as educated about the subject your, your
apt to ask and maybe present more information on it. And the reason that it's important in the water tank
is because the legionella bacteria is distributed through the mist of your shower and that you breath it
into your lungs so that's why we don't want that to happen.
MS. PARSONS: And you also need to clean your shower heads like I said before your aerators and your
shower heads and you clean them at least monthly, but if you could weekly take your shower head off
and rinse it with, you know, a 50/50 Clorox, you know, just rinse it through, and if it's ... and a lot of
cases some of these shower heads have these long arms. I don't know that I would personally use them.
I would stick with the shower heads. You can get shower heads with a low flow from the County that
are fabulous and that's what I ... that's a first thing I would do is put that on, take off that arm and put
that on. Now some handicap people may need that. There are certain arms that will, that, that have a
flexible cord that's not as prone to growth of bacteria. Those are things to look ... those are things to
look at so we can put recommendations together so and then . . . and I believe that the fixture
community, the plumbing community is looking at this 'cause they understand where copper use to be
an inhibitor of bacteria, bacteria is mutated now so it does present a biofilm on the copper so they're
starting to look at different piping and things and how to keep it down.
Let's see ... activated carbon filters. In the Upcountry area if you have one under your sink disconnect
it tonight ... especially if you, you bought it from ... sorry to say this but Costco or Lowe's or Horne
Depot and I love them dearly, but those carbon-activated filters are proven at this point to grow bacteria
ifit lands in it and you're ... you're not getting disinfection. So you're better off to be pulling the water
out of your tap from the Department of Water because it's gonna at least have some disinfection, and if
you wanna get the chlorine out of it do it with a Brita filter or something at point of use and stick the
Brita filter in your refrigerator, but the carbon-activated filter if you live Upcountry, and I'm talking
Haiku to Ulupalakua, Makawao, Pukalani, Kula, Olinda, and it's, and it's an activated carbon filter
underneath pull it out.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And the two reasons for that is number one it grows bacteria--
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MS. PARSONS: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: It provides a medium for the bacteria to grow in.
MS. PARSONS: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And number two it, it takes out the chlorine?
MS. PARSONS: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And we need the chlorine.
MS. PARSONS: Right. And you would need the chlorine. The chlorine is our disinfection, and you need it in
order to keep the bacteria down, and like I said some of these bacteria are chlorine resistant, those are
the ones who we wanna find and we wanna figure out how we handle and that, that'll be phase two
when we get into how do you disinfect against them. At the American Water Works Association last
year they said in five years every household would probably end up with an ultraviolet going into their
homes as for a whole house filtration and ... just like how you have a washing machine or a refrigerator
and it may happen to us first up here because of the type of water that we use. Also the refrigerator
filters when we were doing testing on the refrigerator filters they were nasty, and you have to keep them
clean. I mean they say change 'em every six months. I probably change mine Upcountry every two
months and I'd, I'd test it to make sure that it was keeping it out. And I don't even know that I would
use it in didn't have some disinfection like an ultraviolet on the whole house coming through first.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ginny, are you speaking of filters in the refrigerators for ice makers?
MS. PARSONS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And that's the only purpose?
MS. PARSONS: Ice maker and water, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Water.
MS. PARSONS: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MS. PARSONS: Because they're, they say change 'em every six months, but we found some nasty counts in
those and even with the ... they're in the cold. Now they are also, they also must know what's going on
because they're improving those as well. Some of 'em have silver in 'em so we just need to stay on top
of which ones, you know, which ones are which. I use ice that I know has come from a source that's
been ultravioleted or ozonated, and I just put my ice in my ice maker now. I don't ... you know I don't
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even go through the filter at this point, but that's gonna ... we really wanna know the answer. This is
something that evolves on a daily basis. We won't know the answers to this until we get some more
studies in, you know, of what, what's good, what's bad, what's questionable. What is it? Okay, we
wanna get ... you wanna be tested, you wanna test your water. I said use the Brita.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Can you give a phone number that people can call if they wanna get tested.
MS. PARSONS: They can call Brooke. She coordinates this. Brooke is wonderful.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Poor thing.
MS. RICHERT: My number is 878-6282.
CHAIR ANDERSON: 878-6862?
MS. RICHERT: 878-6282
CHAIR ANDERSON: 878-6282.
MS. RICHERT: Right.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Brooke? ..
MS. RICHERT: Richert.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Richert. A volunteer people is willing to corne to your horne and check your water
quality, okay.
MS. RICHERT: Well, they have to deliver ... they gotta pick up the thing and then they have to deliver it to
me so ...
ANDERSON: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But you set up the hose.
MS. RICHERT: Yeah, we set up the (inaudible)
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Brooke. Okay, Ginny, you have a few more minutes. If you couldjust-MS. PARSONS: That's, that's ... those are the primary ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And then Rosemary was precautioning about having children drinking water out of the
faucets.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: The hose.
MS. PARSONS: Oh, out ofthe hose.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I mean out of the hose.
MS. PARSONS: Out ofthe hose. No, the hose ... and see this is another one of the problems why sometimes
the pipe system in the homes are bad. If the hose doesn't have a backflow protector, and you throw the
hose on the ground and it sits on the dirt that bacteria grows backward and forward and it can go right
back into your horne system. So that's one of the things that, especially all new construction on your
hose bibs, in my opinion, I don't know if it's code or not, but should have backflow protectors. I
insisted on at my house. You don't want your kids to drink out of the hose because that hose is so
porous that the biofilrn grows in there very easily. I don't even feed the animals from the hose. So the
hose is just to water your plants and that's it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, thank you very much. Members, any questions? Okay, thank you all very much
for being here, and thank you so much on behalf of the community and the County of Maui for
volunteering to do this. It's taken a big chunk out of your life I know, and we're most grateful for the
time and effort that you've put forward on our behalf. So thank you very much.
MS. ROBBINS: Thank you for the money you appropriated.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And ...
MS. PARSONS: Oh, there's one more.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Sure.
MS. PARSONS: Did you know that with the appropriation of250,000 that the EPA said we could have another
I believe $145,000 as a matching fund and for CIP.
ANDERSON:

Did you hear

Mr. Tengan?

MS. PARSONS: Did you all know that this ... I think that's wonderful. He said he's been trying to work on
us to do this for the last two, three years.
CHAIR ANDERSON: We can leverage that 250,000 with some EPA money. I just wanna wrap this up by
asking our Water Director when July 151 comes, and you guys have access to this money, will you be
using some of that $250,000 to set up table top testing protocols before you actually design the filter?
MR. TENGAN: Madam Chair, we hadn't had a chance to discuss the use of the funds yet.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, you heard Dr. Pang, and you've heard Dr. Edwards both advised that this was
necessary so are you going to consider doing it?
MR. TENGAN: Yes, I heard it this morning, and like I said we hadn't discuss it yet.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, I guess then you ... once you've discussed it maybe you'll let us know.
MR. TENGAN: We will.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, thanks for being here today. I appreciate your attendance.

ACTION:

DEFER.

WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN (C.C. No. 05-38)

WR-4

DEFER.

ACTION:
WR-13

PROHIBITING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS WITHOUT A LONG-TERM RELIABLE
SOURCE OF WATER (C.c. No. 05-271)

ACTION:

DEFER.

CHAIR ANDERSON: This meeting of June i

ADJOURN:

h

of the Water Resource Committee is adjourned.

:553.m.

APPROVED BY:

MICHELLE ANDERSON, Chair
Water Resources Committee
Transcribed by: Yvette Bantilan
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